
 
Monday: We started by following a set of directions on paperfolding to create the 
"envelope" of a parabola, then created the analogous sketchpad construction to model 
the folding, then examined the algebra of a particular case to create the equation of a 
parabola. We put the equation into sketchpad to prove that our equation matched our 
construction. We continued to explore conics through paper folding and GSP by looking 
at an ellipse.     
The remainder of the time was spent working on the projects.  
 
Tuesday: We began by having each group summarize its project and then followed up 
with project work.  
Rina, Tina, and Allison (aka Alina...for rhyming purposes) are working on similarity. 
  Tina and RIna are using the same two lessons around similarity, scale, factor and 
similarity, one through scratch and the other through sketchpad.  Allison is doing an end 
of unit project on looking at indirect methods of measurements and discussing error, 
and having students using the methods to find the height of something in the real world.  
She will also use GeoGebra. 
Barb, Joey, and Katherine are working on spatial reasoning. 
  Barb is doing her project on using drawing techniques to show different views of 3-D 
objects using isometric drawings.   She is using an Illuminations page to assist students. 
  Katherine and Joey are focusing on visualization of points lines and planes by finding 
real-world representations of different situations.  
Lauren, Marakina, and Becky are doing an introduction to trigonometric ratios.  They are 
using repeated measurements of length and angles to discover patterns in the ratios.  
This will be limited in scope to geometry, not pre-calculus, and will focus on very basic 
introductions of what the ratios are and what the inverses are. 
Wednesday: Didnʼt Meet 
Thursday: Worked in groups on projects.  
Friday:  Each group summarized what had been done and what still needed to be done.   

Group Completed Still Need To Do 
Marakina, 
Lauren, 
Becky 

 Abstract 
 Lesson Plan for Day 1 of two day 
project is fully done 

 Lesson Plan for Day 2 (in 
progress) 
 Cover Page 

Joey and 
Katherine, 
Barb 

 Student Handouts, Teacher Guide  Abstract 
 Cover Page 
 Digital version of student 
stample 

Tina, Rina, 
Alison 

 Finished handouts and activities 
 Talking with Steve Phelps for 
Geogebra tutorials (Geogebra/former 
participant/teacher) 
 Cover sheet 

 Lesson Plan (in progress) 
 Write abstract 

	  


